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I. Foreword
Blockchain technology is considered as a disruptive innovation in computing pattern
following the mainframe, PC, and Internet, and is likely to spark a new technological and
industrial change worldwide.
Koumei Cottage, KMC for short, whose Chinese name means‘room for smart people’ , is a
decentralized prediction market developed on the Asch platform. It belongs to type 1 dapp.
According to the definition of dapp in Asch White Paper [1], it has the characteristics of open
source, autonomous, distributed storage, open and transparent, and token incentive.
Compared with dapps in Ethereum, the difference of KMC is that its data is stored in a
separate blockchain instead of sharing a chain or a set of account books with other
applications and is not affiliated with other blockchain systems.
In the process of developing KMC, we made a lot of reference to the contents of Augur and
Delphy white papers, including concepts, theory and algorithm of market prediction, but
each line of code is independent and self-fulfilling. It can be understood that KMC is an open
source implementation of the Augur, Delphy [2] white paper, based on an implementation of
the application SDK provided by Asch platform.
To avoid repetitive work, this white paper does not write much of what our predecessors
have already written, and we advise users to read Augur, Delphy's white paper directly on
the details of market prediction.
However, we also cite some of the key words in Augur, Delphy's white paper, to help KMC
users quickly understand some of the basic concepts in the prediction market.

II.Background overview
With the development of blockchain technology, the public chain becomes a fair distributed
trust agency. Koumei Cottage is to build a trusted, autonomous, scalable prediction market.
The combination of blockchain information transparency and non-tampering features with
Koumei Cottage, coupled with the natural characteristics of the blockchain, make Koumei
Cottage operating at near-zero cost, and the smart contract allows the blockchain to have
programmable dynamic decisions Computing power, in this context Koumei Cottage came
into being.

III.What is the forecast market
There are two main modern methods of scientific prediction, one is the use of statistical and
mathematical models for prediction, the other is the use of machine learning and data
mining for prediction. In essence, these two methods make use of historical data and
software systems to generate forecasts.
In recent years, predictive markets using "social analysis" have emerged as the new third
method. Predict the market use of market incentives, so that the public can contribute their
own experience and wisdom, bringing together market information to help people make
decisions, so that participants than any single individual, more intelligent.
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------the white paper of Delphy p4

Delphy uses market incentives to help market participants demonstrate their confidence and
judgment about the outcome of future events transparently and in real time so that they can
effectively predict the future. Delphy's endogenous distributed mechanism ensures that the
forecast results are not manipulable, and it provides an effective infrastructure guarantee for
the diversity of information on which collective wisdom depends, the independence of
decision-making and the organization's distribution. The company is located in:
Delphy is a predictive as a service (PaaS) mobile application platform and ecosystem. On the
one hand, users can participate in predicting the market transactions anytime, anywhere, on
the other hand can also use the Delphy API & SDK to achieve a variety of custom, open
Forecast markets in all verticals. Delphy predicts that the market will be used in a wide range
of applications including but not limited to finance, insurance, defense, healthcare, public
administration, sports, entertainment and even within-house forecast markets.

------the white paper of Delphy p3

We can see that the prediction market is a kind of scientific prediction and analysis
technology. It uses group wisdom to help people make decisions. It can be compared with
machine learning and data mining technologies for the same purpose but with different
means. The advantage of predicting markets and other technologies is that they drive the
wisdom of the community through economic leverage and make judgments on events in real
time.
From a perspective of a system, KMC is a prediction market similar to Delphy, and includes a
set of application interfaces and open APIs that provide both direct services to the average
user and secondary development by developers for customization vertical field of prediction
market.

In essence, the forecasted market is based on market principles to gather confidence and
judgment of the parties to the consolidation transaction for the same event, resulting in a
prediction of the future outcome of the event. If we say that the stock market is pricing the
expected return on the future of the stock, the market is predicted to be pricing the expected
outcome of future events.

------ the white paper of Delphy P4

Predicting markets can be understood as the abstraction and sublimation of equities,
securities, and digital asset exchanges, while equities, securities, and digital asset exchanges
can be viewed as predicting the specialization of the market under an event.

Case for prediction market accuracy:

Jelly beans Case 1:
In 2007, Michael Mauboussin, a professor at Columbia Business School, had 73 of his
students gather in jars of jelly beans. The estimated number of students is between
250-4100. In fact, there are 1116 jelly beans in the bottle. The student's estimate deviates
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from the real value of 1116 by an average of 700. That's 62% error rate.
However, although the student's estimates are inaccurate, their average estimate is 1151,

a 3% error from the real number 1116.
This research has been repeated many times in various forms and the results are the

same as above. We are applying this collective wisdom in every discipline, from politics to
climate science, and using the gains and losses to force groups to tell the truth.

Submarine Case 2:
In May 1968, a submarine called Scorpion of the United States disappeared on its way back
to Newport News Port when the Atlantic mission was completed. Although the Navy knows
the final location of the submarine's report, it does not know what happened to Scorpion
and only knows where the submarine is about to move forward after the last contact. In the
end, they determined the search area to be 20 miles and thousands of feet deep. This is a
hopeless search. The only possible solution that one can think of is to bring together three or
four top experts in submarines and ocean currents and ask where they think the submarine
is. However, according to records by Sherry Sontag and Christopher Drew in "Blind Mans
Bluff," a naval officer named John Craven has a different plan.

First, Craven envisions a series of scenarios that explain possible accidents at Scorpion.
He then convened a group of people with different backgrounds, including mathematicians,
submarine experts, and search personnel. Instead of having them negotiate with each other
to get the answer, Craven maximizes the chances of them guessing that scenario. In order to
make the guess more interesting, Craven used the betting mode, the prizes are Chivas Regal
wine. Participating members bet on why the submarine accident happened, sinking speed,
tilt angle and other issues to bet.

No piece of information tells Craven where the submarine is. However, Craven believes
he will be able to tell where the submarine is if he brings together all the answers put
forward by the panelists and makes a complete description of the submarine's sinking. This is
what Craven does. He took advantage of all the speculation and used a formula known as
Bayesian theory to determine the final position of the submarine. (Bayesian theory
calculates how new information about an event change your original expectation.) After that,
Craven got the team's collective estimate of the submarine's location.

Craven's location is not guessed by any single member of the team. In other words,
each member of the team's guess is consistent with the location which craven got, using all
the information together. The final judgment is a collective judgment made by the team as a
whole rather than a personal judgment that represents the most intelligent person in the
team. It is also a wonderful judgment.

Five months after the Scorpion submarine disappeared, a naval vessel found it. The
location found by the submarine is 220 yards away from the position the Craven team
guessed. ( 1 yards equals 0.9144 meters)

The amazing thing about this example is that the team relied on almost no evidence but
just a few data fragments. No one knows why the submarine sunk, no one knows the
submarine sinking speed and tilt angle. Although no one in the team removed the
information, the team as a whole knew the information.
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IV.Why do we develop KMC

Like CC Time, KMC is also a demonstration application of ASCH. The purpose of KMC is to
verify and certify the capabilities of ASCH on the one hand and as a reference sample for
developers in ASCH community on the other hand.
In addition, the traditional prediction market has the problem of trust, which is very suitable
for using blockchain technology and decentralized thinking to solve. However, the market
system based on blockchain technology is far from perfect. KMC is learning from other
similar products. At the same time, it also has its own characteristics, which is an effective
supplement to this industry.

V.Features

KMC is a decentralized application based on ASCH side chain technology. It is born with the
characteristics of ASCH applications. Its features include independent account books,
environmental isolation, asset cross-linking, easy upgrade and low cost and so on.

5.1 Independent accounting and environmental isolation

Unlike the applications of Ethereum whose data is attached to Ethereum's books and shares
resources with other applications. KMC is an independent blockchain system with separate
ledger data, witness and consensus network.
The benefit of a stand-alone ledger is that there is no data bloat problem, users will not pay
for irrelevant application data, and will not be affected and limited by the hosting blockchain.
At the same time, it will not compete with other applications on the platform for resources,
and errors in different applications will not affect each other.

5.2 Multi-asset reuse

Assets registered on ASCH are freely transferable to any dapp, so KMC systems are inherently
capable to running multiple assets. In other words, different markets in the KMC system can
directly support different assets or currencies. Instead of having to convert to KMC's native
token, you can participate directly in the forecast of the event using their own currency.
KMC's primary tokens are mainly used for system fee payments and are also an equity token
that represents the system's decision-making power.
The ASCH team is currently actively developing cross-links with bitcoin and Ethereum
systems. KMC can benefit from the integration of bitcoins and ether into Asch in the future.
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5.3 Easy to upgrade

As the system is a relatively independent system, the source code itself is not stored as a
chaincode in the chain. As a result, the upgrade is relatively easy.

5.4 Costs

The implementation of the contract only consumes the KMC system native token and is not
subject to XAS. XAS will only be consumed when registering KMC tokens, meaning that users
who are only interested in the KMC system themselves do not need to hold XAS, which
effectively reduces the user's costs.

VI.Design and implementation

6.1 Roles and use cases

System users can be divided into three kinds by role：

1. Market sponsors, responsible for creating the market, revealing the events and results
2. Ordinary users, the main participation of the function is to predict the possibilities of
events, voting, comment on the market, the results of the complaint.
3. The trustee is primarily responsible for adjudication of the outcome of a controversial
event to prevent market sponsors from cheating.

6.2 Pricing Principle

This principle has been clearly explained in the white paper of Delphy. Please see the white paper
of Delphy for details. http://delphy.org/res/papers/Delphy_Whitepaper_CH.pdf
Here we explain the principle by an example of Delphy white paper:
The publisher set up a prediction event in April 2017 "on May 27, 2017, Ke jie will not win a game
against Alphago". It will be a prediction event before May 27, 2017, and result is either yes or
no.

Banker defines ℓ = 100, according to the pricing principle, so he needs to pay the market reserve
ℱ = 100 ln2 = 69.31. The total market capitalization before betting is C (0,0) = ℱ = 69.3.
The operation is as follows (the probability of a percentage of yes): If in the first transaction,

http://delphy.org/res/papers/Delphy_Whitepaper_CH.pdf
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he buys 100 copies of yes, the expenditure will be C(100, 0) – C(0, 0)=62.01, and the

probability of yes after the transaction will be e
100
100

e
100
100+ 1

= 0.731. The subsequent transactions

can be calculated according to the above process.

steps
purchase
(copy) expenditure revenue

winning
probability

total
amount market capitalization

yes no yes no yes no
0 50.00% 50.00% 0 0 69.315= ℱ
1 100 62.01 73.11% 26.89% 100 0 131.326

2 40 30.72 80.22% 19.87% 140 0 162.042

3 20 4.29 76.85% 23.15% 140 20 166.328

4 50 40.45 84.55% 15.45% 190 20 206.779

5 100 89.73 93.70% 6.30% 290 20 296.504

6 50 4 90.03% 9.98% 290 70 300.508

7 -40 35.21 85.82% 14.19% 250 70 265.298

8 30 4.84 81.76% 18.24% 250 100 270.141

9 40 33.8 86.99% 13.01% 290 100 303.939

10 300 124.79 24.97% 75.03% 290 400 428.734

11 -10 7.41 26.89% 73.11% 290 390 421.326

12 150 126.56 7.59% 92.41% 290 540 547.889

13 -40 2.53 5.22% 94.79% 250 540 545.356

14 20 19.05 4.31% 95.69% 250 560 564.406

15 40 2.1 6.30% 93.70% 290 560 566.504

16 200 194.4 0.90% 99.10% 290 760 760.905

17 -100 98.46 2.41% 97.59% 290 660 662.442

If this is the end of the forecast, the probability of no is up to 97.6% from the market forecast,
indicating that the market forecasts Ke jie can at least win 1 games. But from the result of
the game, the prediction is contrary to the real result, and Ke jie lost the game with the score
0:3. So the result of the forecast is very bad, then the banker makes a profit. The yes is
estimated to be 1, no is 0, so the market needs to pay yes 290, the total market value is
C (290660) = 662.44, so the banker’s profit is 662.44 - 290 - 69.31 = 303.13.

6.3 Business Process

Create a market -> forecast period (trading period) -> end of the transaction -> reveal period
-> publicity period -> end
First of all, any account can create a market. The market must be mortgaged to create a
certain amount of assets, which is called a margin in KMC system and is also known as the
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loss circle in other systems. It determines the upper limit of the assets that market creators
may lose.
In addition to the margin, you also need the creator to provide other parameters for this
market, such as title, icon, description, options, end time, currencies supported, total
number of shares, etc.
After the market is created, it enters into the prediction period, or trading period. Anyone
who holds the currency supported by this market can participate in the prediction. The
selection of one of several outcomes that may occur from the events described in this
market is called prediction. Some systems call it ballots. You also need to freeze a certain
amount of assets when making predictions, then you can get the corresponding shares and
sell your shares at any time point. After a period of time, the market trading period is over
and you are in the revealing period, which lasts for 24 hours. The creator must reveal the
correct answers that are factually correct during this period, or you will be punished and all
your deposits will be discarded. After the answer is revealed, enter the public notice period
and the publicity period lasts 24 hours. During the formula, the trustee can decide on the
answer. If the creator of the market intentionally reveals the wrong answer, the trustee can
correct it by a joint signature and confiscate the market maker's deposit. At the end of the
publicity period, the successful participants can carry out the liquidation process and convert
the shares owned by themselves into the corresponding assets in proportion.

6.4 State model

Market

 id Market Number
 tid transaction number
 Initiator initiator
 Timestamp creation time
 Title title
 Image icon url
 desc market description
 endHeight cutoff height Transaction
 revealHeight the reveals height
 state status
 currency Supported currencies
 Margin margin
 Share initial share
 Total the total market
 revealChoice reveals options
 verdictChoice arbitration options

Result of the event

 Mid market number
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 Choice event option
 desc event option content
 Share the total amount of shares invested in this option

 Transaction Record

 mid market number
 tid transaction number
 Trader trader’s address
 Choice event option
 share trading shares
 amount amount of transaction

Settlement records

 mid
 tid
 address
 amount
 Share

Share balance
 mid

 address

 choice

 Share

Comment
 mid

 tid

 authorId

 Content

Complaints
 mid

 tid

 appealer

 content

 Amount

Reveal
 mid

 tid

 choice
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 Height

Ruling
 mid

 tid

 choice

 publicKeys

 Signatures

VII.Incentive and punishment mechanism

According to the LMSR (logarithmic market scoring rule) rule, it is profitable for market
sponsors to issue unpredictable events. The average user gets a higher return when a less
likely event is predicted to succeed and a lower chance of return when the forecast is
successful for a more likely event. If the forecast fails then all the funds involved in the
forecast will be lost.

Market sponsors need to pay a margin when they create a market and may lose all their
money if the market sponsor creates a market that is not in line with the rules or common
sense or cheats when revealing the answer.

VIII.Contract call

Create a market

1. let secret = 'account secret'
2. let title = 'market title'
3. let image = 'http://xxxxx/logo.png'
4. let desc = 'market description'
5. let results = 'first choice,second choice'
6. let currency = 'XAS'
7. let margin = '20000'
8. let share = 100
9. let endHeight = 10000
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10. let trs = AschJS.dapp.createInnerTransaction({
11. fee: '10000000',
12. type: 1000,
13. args: [
14. title, image, desc, results, currency, margin, share, endHeight
15. ]
16. }, secret)

Forecast trading (trading)

1. let secret = 'account secret'
2. let mid = '1'
3. let share = 20
4. let choice = 0
5. let trs = AschJS.dapp.createInnerTransaction({
6. fee: '10000000',
7. type: 1001,
8. args: [
9. mid,share,choice
10. ]
11. }, secret)

Settlement

1. let secret = 'account secret'
2. let mid = '1'
3. let trs = AschJS.dapp.createInnerTransaction({
4. fee: '10000000',
5. type: 1002,
6. args: [
7. mid
8. ]
9. }, secret)

Reveal

1. let secret = 'account secret'
2. let mid = '1'
3. let choice = 0
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4. let trs = AschJS.dapp.createInnerTransaction({
5. fee: '10000000',
6. type: 1003,
7. args: [
8. mid, choice
9. ]
10. }, secret)

Appeal

1. let mid = '1'
2. let content = 'appeal content'
3. let amount = '100000'
4. let trs = AschJS.dapp.createInnerTransaction({
5. fee: '10000000',
6. type: 1004,
7. args: [
8. mid, content, amount
9. ]
10. }, secret)

Arbitration

1. let mid = '1'
2. let choice = 1
3. let signatures = 'sig1,sig2,sig3'
4. let trs = AschJS.dapp.createInnerTransaction({
5. fee: '10000000',
6. type: 1005,
7. args: [
8. mid,choice,signatures
9. ]
10. }, secret)
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IX.Query interface

Get all markets

Interface

get /markets

parameter

 currency Get the currency for the specified currency, such as XAS

 Initiator Get the specified creator's market, the format for the account address, such
as APqTgWgMZqrswgK1J3FbESHoiYYNeCm5Hz

 state Get the specified state of the market, an integer, such as 1

 tid use the transaction number to get the specified single market, transaction number,
such as:

8065a105c785a08757727fded3a06f8f312e73ad40f1f3502e0232ea42e67efd

 Limit get the maximum number of integers, such as 20, the default 50

 Offset offset position, integer, such as 10, the default 0

Example

1. http://localhost:4096/api/dapps/826571fb9dd13627377c4e86e46908aaecdc97e
6fc97ccaf3e68e318867229b6/markets

2.
3. {
4. "markets": [
5. {
6. "id": "1",
7. "tid":

"0ea46e653d02174c5963dff5beabc4d869e8e39da9b2998f6ad96f4113dbef86",
8. "initiator": "ABoicmy1Lh134YyTYjvbHto75JpU5MYjov",
9. "timestamp": 41427905,
10. "title": "first market title",
11. "image": "http://asch.so/logo.png",
12. "desc": "first market desc",
13. "results": 26,
14. "endHeight": 12000,
15. "revealHeight": 0,
16. "state": 0,
17. "currency": "XAS",
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18. "margin": "10000000000",
19. "share": 100,
20. "total": "0",
21. "t_timestamp": 41427905,
22. "t_type": 1000,
23. "t_height": 4
24. }
25. ],
26. "count": 1,
27. "success": true
28. }

Get a single market

Interface

get /markets/:id

Example

1. http://localhost:4096/api/dapps/826571fb9dd13627377c4e86e46908aaecdc97e
6fc97ccaf3e68e318867229b6/markets/1

2. {
3. "market": {
4. "id": "1",
5. "tid":

"0ea46e653d02174c5963dff5beabc4d869e8e39da9b2998f6ad96f4113dbef86",
6. "initiator": "ABoicmy1Lh134YyTYjvbHto75JpU5MYjov",
7. "timestamp": 41427905,
8. "title": "first market title",
9. "image": "http://asch.so/logo.png",
10. "desc": "first market desc",
11. "results": 26,
12. "endHeight": 12000,
13. "revealHeight": 0,
14. "state": 0,
15. "currency": "XAS",
16. "margin": "10000000000",
17. "share": 100,
18. "total": "0",
19. "t_timestamp": 41427905,
20. "t_type": 1000,
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21. "t_height": 4
22. },
23. "success": true
24. }

Get individual market options

Interface

get /markets/:id/results

Parameter

 probability Add this option to calculate the odds of winning each option

Example

1. http://localhost:4096/api/dapps/826571fb9dd13627377c4e86e46908aaecdc97e
6fc97ccaf3e68e318867229b6/markets/2/results

2.
3. {
4. "results": [
5. {
6. "mid": "2",
7. "choice": 0,
8. "desc": "first choice",
9. "share": 0
10. },
11. {
12. "mid": "2",
13. "choice": 1,
14. "desc": "second choice",
15. "share": 0
16. }
17. ],
18. "success": true
19. }
1. http://localhost:4096/api/dapps/826571fb9dd13627377c4e86e46908aaecdc97e

6fc97ccaf3e68e318867229b6/markets/1/results?probability=1
2. {
3. "results": [
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4. {
5. "mid": "1",
6. "choice": 0,
7. "desc": "first choice",
8. "share": 20,
9. "probability": 0.549833997312478
10. },
11. {
12. "mid": "1",
13. "choice": 1,
14. "desc": "second choice",
15. "share": 0,
16. "probability": 0.45016600268752216
17. }
18. ],
19. "success": true
20. }

Get historical deals for individual markets

Interface

get /markets/:id/trades

Example

1. http://localhost:4096/api/dapps/826571fb9dd13627377c4e86e46908aaecdc97e
6fc97ccaf3e68e318867229b6/markets/2/trades

2.
3. {
4. "trades": [
5. {
6. "mid": "13",
7. "tid":

"a7ab83c5c8ad8cd90534a05d00ecef7e61aa61a9b5353fa40a95c66a79207525",
8. "trader": "AAEfqC2LHCiJnQFwDrapeFALBc98ugoxkK",
9. "choice": 1,
10. "share": 10,
11. "amount": "462577900",
12. "t_timestamp": 42304225,
13. "t_type": 1001,
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14. "t_height": 1237
15. },
16. {
17. "mid": "13",
18. "tid":

"8ef01d7a959a624c11be23010d0f13930bf97e64faf1dede19d8a7bc1c071d12",
19. "trader": "AHufgbJaQJkd39EbfRVvzjB5AGsyLb6etv",
20. "choice": 1,
21. "share": 30,
22. "amount": "1537422100",
23. "t_timestamp": 42304225,
24. "t_type": 1001,
25. "t_height": 1237
26. },
27. {
28. "mid": "13",
29. "tid":

"dc74c202045da57a0069ddee5b7a091008b099af9a06b05211011a81669a24d1",
30. "trader": "ACLhQcQ8gqUUZGMVqaNH833THXA9PPb5H5",
31. "choice": 0,
32. "share": 20,
33. "amount": "1049916900",
34. "t_timestamp": 42304215,
35. "t_type": 1001,
36. "t_height": 1236
37. }
38. ],
39. "count": 3,
40. "success": true
41. }

Get liquidation information for a single market

Interface

get /markets/:id/settles

Example

1. http://localhost:4096/api/dapps/826571fb9dd13627377c4e86e46908aaecdc97e
6fc97ccaf3e68e318867229b6/markets/13/settles

2.
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3. {
4. "settles": [
5. {
6. "mid": "13",
7. "tid":

"ee0922b2882adbf6c6250f17d8330533bf592c6f658b8568a804dfcd3c57c2ee",
8. "address": "A5jHjQcfd78WffvaPDLD4aBZkseaiae2L4",
9. "amount": "7981388700",
10. "share": 0,
11. "t_timestamp": 42304365,
12. "t_type": 1002,
13. "t_height": 1251
14. },
15. {
16. "mid": "13",
17. "tid":

"aa68cae1f771d4af49ac82ba63dd0f38f4be229e128b526df620e618d653b38a",
18. "address": "ACLhQcQ8gqUUZGMVqaNH833THXA9PPb5H5",
19. "amount": "2000000000",
20. "share": 20,
21. "t_timestamp": 42304365,
22. "t_type": 1002,
23. "t_height": 1251
24. }
25. ],
26. "count": 2,
27. "success": true
28. }

Get all the comments for a single market

Interface

get / markets /: id / comments

Example
1. http://localhost:4096/api/dapps/826571fb9dd13627377c4e86e46908aaecdc97e

6fc97ccaf3e68e318867229b6/markets/3/comments
2. {
3. "comments": [
4. {
5. "mid": "3",
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6. "tid":
"48262c32308cfa58f53533633a71c11eead5c837d0e4ca184b67189c3755ba2b",

7. "authorId": "APqTgWgMZqrswgK1J3FbESHoiYYNeCm5Hz",
8. "content": "first comment",
9. "t_timestamp": 41537245,
10. "t_type": 1006,
11. "t_height": 1047
12. }
13. ],
14. "count": 1,
15. "success": true
16. }

Get the reveal information for a single market

Interface

get / markets /: id / reveal

Example
1. http://localhost:4096/api/dapps/826571fb9dd13627377c4e86e46908aaecdc97e

6fc97ccaf3e68e318867229b6/markets/13/reveal
2.
3. {
4. "reveal": {
5. "mid": "13",
6. "tid":

"c653b497ff3500f48942fa1fd29bdb9a90331c0e9ed8e9357b68b7a81fcd7378",
7. "choice": 0,
8. "height": 1241,
9. "t_timestamp": 42304275,
10. "t_type": 1003,
11. "t_height": 1242
12. },
13. "success": true
14. }

Arbitration information for a single market

Interface
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get / markets /: id / verdict

Example
1. http://localhost:4096/api/dapps/826571fb9dd13627377c4e86e46908aaecdc97e

6fc97ccaf3e68e318867229b6/markets/42/verdict
2.
3. {
4. "verdict": {
5. "mid": "42",
6. "tid":

"8e31dd741dfdaf64b5d104fa203a7b66518c04363dd6a80e394d2e67b21ec644",
7. "choice": 0,
8. "signatures":

"8b1c24a0b9ba9b9ccf5e35d0c848d582a2a22cca54d42de8ac7b2412e7dc63d4adbf96
2c11cca7a68e4c1898e68b28d40d640c0c8acaf2e59e6074a17841b21fcf8e00fe201ac
f89843ffe607bf7289d40b5b943301c5a91f3e2f4fca7f5070d,aa7dcc3afd151a549e8
26753b0547c90e61b022adb26938177904a73fc4fee36424df2baf542c431f7310444b6
4404606716b39ce4a92471cb5aa28aea35b274b608945208791853ab531988a5c546662
f211ce7b118676ec812b51ee820570c,e29c75979ac834b871ce58dc52a6f604f8f565d
ea2b8925705883b8c001fe8ceb9ddcba63c2907c490c8577a1f08a406fbfa0515272613
e38299d6d30bb1803d9bb0f559df4c74ae511e13a4b4510d9b782559d0ae40cbd960902
b987b95f405",

9. "t_timestamp": 43278675,
10. "t_type": 1005,
11. "t_height": 18293
12. },
13. "success": true
14. }

Get all the shares of a user in a single market

Interface

get / markets /: id / shares /: address

Example
1. http://localhost:4096/api/dapps/826571fb9dd13627377c4e86e46908aaecdc97e

6fc97ccaf3e68e318867229b6/markets/7/shares/APqTgWgMZqrswgK1J3FbESHoiYYN
eCm5Hz

2.
3. {
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4. "shares": [
5. {
6. "mid": "7",
7. "address": "APqTgWgMZqrswgK1J3FbESHoiYYNeCm5Hz",
8. "choice": 0,
9. "share": 2
10. }
11. ],
12. "count": 1,
13. "success": true
14. }

Get all the shares of the user

Interface

get / shares /: address

Example
1. http://localhost:4096/api/dapps/826571fb9dd13627377c4e86e46908aaecdc97e

6fc97ccaf3e68e318867229b6/shares/APqTgWgMZqrswgK1J3FbESHoiYYNeCm5Hz
2.
3. {
4. "count": 2,
5. "shares": [
6. {
7. "mid": "7",
8. "address": "APqTgWgMZqrswgK1J3FbESHoiYYNeCm5Hz",
9. "choice": 0,
10. "share": 2
11. },
12. {
13. "mid": "14",
14. "address": "APqTgWgMZqrswgK1J3FbESHoiYYNeCm5Hz",
15. "choice": 0,
16. "share": 15
17. }
18. ],
19. "success": true
20. }
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Calculate the amount of money required to buy shares

Interface

get / markets /: id / calc

parameter

 Choice purchased options

 Share Number of shares purchased

Example
1. http://localhost:4096/api/dapps/826571fb9dd13627377c4e86e46908aaecdc97e

6fc97ccaf3e68e318867229b6/markets/1/calc?choice=0&share=20
2.
3. {
4. "mid": "1",
5. "choice": 0,
6. "share": 20,
7. "amount": "1379678200",
8. "success": true
9. }

X.conclusion

Human desire for the unknown, making the impetus of the predictions of
non-occurrence hidden in the hearts of every ordinary person, a series of Chinese ancient
books on prophecy have demonstrated the ancient ancestors’ interest in predicting the
future. However, limited by the access to information channels, cognitive ability, science and
technology limitations, it is difficult to make a reliable prediction of unknown things based
on group wisdom.

With the rapid development of science and technology, the cost of acquiring information
has been continuously reduced. Every day, we can understand what is going on and what is
going to happen around the world. The information from Internet has provided us with vast
amounts of information so that we can make use of these vast amounts of information about
future events to be predicted. Predictions based on the advanced intelligence emerging from
the power of the group tend to be highly accurate. Governments, individuals and businesses
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can be guided before making decisions and it can dramatically reduce the error rate of
decision-making and improve the reasonable allocations of the entire social resources.

Koumei Cottage provides a platform that turns popular knowledge and experience into
wisdom.

More attention:

official website:

QQ group: 669183944

Forum: bbs.asch.io

Microblog: AschPlatform

Twitter: @AschPlatform

E-mail: service@asch.io
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